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The phase diagrams of metallic alloys which present ordered phases have been extensively investigated from an
experimental point of view [1] but the electronic structure of those systems are not well understood by the theory yet (for
a recent overview see for example [2]). Despite a substantial literature [3,4,5], it is still very difficult for ab-initio
calculations to properly simulate the ground states, transition temperatures or the chemical short range order even in the
case of binary alloys. We have undertaken a systematic study of the binary alloy Pt1 -V1-c as a function of the
concentration. The aim of this study was to determine the ordering energy from experimental data, instead of ab initio
calculations. Indeed, a careful measurement of the chemical short range order (either by neutrons or x-ray diffuse
scattering) allowed us to determine the effective interactions of an Ising model via inverse Monte Carlo simulations.
Despite short range order is very sensitive to the concentration, this study showed that the effective interactions (the first
nine effective pair interactions on a FCC lattice) are independent of c.We are able to predict the phase diagram (the Ptrich side) with an unequalled precision from a unique set of interactions. As well as being a precious guide for electronic
structure calculations [7], those interactions allow us to predict a new A5 B phase which should appear at c=1/6.
We have investigated this concentration on the ID15B beamline using high energy (60 keV) in transmission geometry.
The (100) reciprocal plane mainly has been observed until the (300) position (q=4 Π sin θ/λ=6.22 Å-1 ). Thanks to the
good resolution of the image plate available on id15A (150µm of resolution located at 1 meter from the sample)
superstructure reflexions have been resolved ( ∆q=0.01 Å-1 ) around the [100] point (see figure).
This new ordered phase is not the one expected by our theory: it is not the A5 B phase simulated from our interactions but
an incommensurate phase displaying a superstructure at the (100) position with 4 satellites in the (100) plane.
The measurement has been done in situ up to 700C: The ordered phase displays 4 satellite reflexions around the (100)
position at incommensurate positions. They are slightly moving with the temperature. No locking phenomena has been
observed. The kinetic of the oredered phase is slow but very stable as respect to the temperature: the ordered phase
disapears at 700C only.

Fig 1. Short and long range order in the Pt 4 V measured on ID15B
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